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(CITY, STATE ZIP CODE). (CREATION DATE). Here's Your FAST Sample Business Plan. This Restaurant Business
Plan has been written to use a starting point.

The suffix was created only for logistic reasons. So the semantic of an address and its postal code can vary,
and one land lot may have more than one postal code. Country code prefixes[ edit ] ISO alpha-2 country codes
were recommended by the European Committee for Standardization as well as the Universal Postal Union to
be used in conjunction with postal codes starting in , [11] [12] but they have not become widely used. In â€”
there were some efforts in Slovakia to reform the system, to get separate post codes for every district of single
postmen, but the change was not realized. Brazilian 8-digit postal codes - A city block and its faces City
blocks surrounded by streets, some streets with a different 8-digit postal code suffixes to  Each color shows a
set of administrative areas, and the hierarchy of codes relating indirectly to them. For example, the City of
Bacoor in Cavite has been included in the geographical coverage area of area code 2 per the National
Telecommunications Commission's Memorandum Order No. Small or middle-sized houses, in general, only
have a single main gate which is the delivery point. In extreme cases, area codes are shared across an island
like in Leyte and Samar , or even entire regions , such as with the Cordillera Administrative Region. Faces of
a city block and their extension into its interior. Nevertheless, people associated codes with certain areas,
leading to some people wanting or not wanting to have a certain code. Codes defined along administrative
borders[ edit ] Some postal code systems, like those of Ecuador and Costa Rica , show an exact agreement
with the hierarchy of administrative country subdivisions. Royal Mail designed the postal codes in the United
Kingdom mostly for efficient distribution. Furthermore, the codes are only the codes for the department in
charge of delivery of the post, so it can be that a location in one department has a postal code starting with the
number of a neighbouring department. In any other case it is an error to associate the postal code with the
whole land lot area: a lot may have no or more than one delivery point. The same colors polygons indicate the
same postal codes. Areas are grouped into seven broad areas determining the first digit of a given area code.
When it follows the city it may be on the same line or on a new line. From the first three digits with some
exceptions , one can deduce the state. Further information: Postal addresses in the Republic of Ireland In
Ireland, the new postal code system launched in , known as Eircode provides a unique code for each individual
address. The newer postal code systems often incorporate the old zone numbers, as with London postal district
numbers, for example. Parks, large businesses such as shopping centres, and big houses, may have more than
one entrance and more than one delivery point. In most English-speaking countries, the postal code forms the
last item of the address, following the city or town name, whereas in most continental European countries it
precedes the name of the city or town. Placement of the code[ edit ] Postal services have their own formats and
placement rules for postal codes. Sometimes area codes are shared by a number of local government entities to
maximise their use. Faces of a city block and their extension between city blocks. These areas and their
accompanying area codes are listed below: Area 2 â€” National Capital Region, Rizal and Surroundings[ edit
]. Similarly, in Canada , the first letter indicates the province or territory, although the provinces of Quebec
and Ontario are divided into several lettered sub-regions e. When dialling other area codes, the domestic long
distance access prefix 0 is added, but when dialling from overseas, the domestic prefix is not included. These
7-character alphanumerical codes are in the format: A99 XXXX While it is not intended to replace addresses,
in theory simply providing a 7-character Eircode would locate any Irish delivery address. Codes defined
independently from administrative areas[ edit ] The first two digits of the postal codes in Germany define
areas independently of administrative regions. See also postcode lottery. Each color is an 8-digit postal code,
usually assigned to a side odd or even numbered of a street. In France the numeric code for the departments is
used as the first two digits of the postal code, except for the two departments in Corsica that have codes 2A
and 2B and use 20 as postal code. Countries which prefix their postal codes with a fixed group of letters,
indicating a country code, include Andorra , Azerbaijan , Barbados , Ecuador and Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines. In Brazil the 8-digit postcodes are an evolution of the 5-digit area postal codes. The first two
digits of the postal codes in Turkey correspond to the provinces and each province has assigned only one
number. Some smaller carriers concentrated within a specific geographic area may issue four- or five-digit
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area codes, but these are being phased out in favour of the standard two-digit area codes. In Brazil only the
suffixes , that designate large post-receivers, can be assigned to lots.


